This paper motivates and defends a principle which captures a systematic connection between essence, truth, and grounding. It says that if a proposition expresses an essential truth, i.e., if it is true in virtue of the nature of some objects, then there are grounds for its truth which involve these objects. Together with the assumption that a fact can only be grounded in facts which are relevant to it, this principle is then applied in an argument against the monotonicity of the Essentialist notion ‘true in virtue of the nature of’.

1. Essential Truth and Ground

There is a current trend in analytic philosophy of abandoning the austere view of metaphysics set out in Quine (1948) and of theorizing not only about which entities exist, but also about their essences and about structural relations of grounding which hold between facts containing them. A broadly Neo-Aristotelian approach to the notions of essence and ground has recently enjoyed much attention both in metaphysics, meta-metaphysics, and other philosophical sub-disciplines. An important open question about this approach, which has recently attracted considerable interest, is how these two notions relate. Inquiries into the relation between essence and ground are not only of intrinsic interest, but also promise new insights about each of the two notions, or so I will argue in this paper. The focus in this paper is on a particular principle, the Linking Principle, which
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captures a systematic connection between essential truths and the grounds for their truth.

In Section 2 I will first introduce and motivate the principle and then defend it against objections. In Section 3 I will apply the principle to argue that the Essentialist notion ‘true in virtue of the nature of’ is not monotonic. Finally, in Section 4 I will respond to Tahko’s (2013) conditional argument to the conclusion that truth-grounding is not grounding, which threatens to undermine the argument of the previous section, and more generally, the relevance of the Linking Principle to grounding. Section 5 briefly summarizes the main arguments of the paper.

2. The Linking Principle

2.1. The Linking Principle Explained

The dominant approach in the recent literature on essence is the one developed by Fine in a series of influential articles on essence and modality. One important feature of the Finean approach to essence is its focus on essential truths, truths which describe the essences of objects. Fine endorses the Aristotelian idea that there are ‘real definitions’, the idea that ‘just as we may define a word, or say what it means, so we may define an object, or say what it is’ (1994:2). In Fine’s framework, claims about essence are canonically stated using the primitive Essentialist notion ‘true in virtue of the nature of’. The claim that it is essential to Xanthippe that she is human translates to the claim that it is true in virtue of the nature of Xanthippe that she is human and her essence or real definition is identified with the set of propositions which are true in virtue of her nature (see Fine 1995c:55). Fine’s notion also allows one to formulate claims about the essences of pluralities of objects, such as ‘That Xanthippe is distinct from the Notre-Dame Cathedral is true in virtue of the nature of Xanthippe and the Notre-Dame Cathedral.’ I will rely on plural variables (xx, yy) and plural quantifiers when discussing such claims and will, for the sake of simplicity, treat single objects as limiting cases of pluralities.

Fine’s focus on essential truth marks an important contrast to the more common approach to essence which mainly focuses on essential properties. This


4. See Linnebo (2014) and Oliver and Smiley (2013) for introductions to plural quantification and logic.

5. See, e.g., Bennett (1969), Mackie (1994), Gorman (2005), Robertson and Atkins (2013), or Roca-Royes (2011). Note that in Fine’s works, this seems to be first and foremost a contrast in how claims about essence are expressed. Indeed, the discussion of essence in Fine (1994) and Fine (1995c) is still partly framed in terms of essential properties. The shift of focus is most
Robert Michels can be best brought out by considering an example. Suppose that a particular composite objects $c$ essentially has a distinct object $d$ as a proper part. Given this supposition, one may claim that it is essential to $c$ that $d$ exists. According to the more common approach to essence, this is reflected in $c$’s essentially having the property of being such that $d$ exists, on the Finean approach, this is reflected in the proposition $\langle d \text{ exists} \rangle$’s being true in virtue of the nature of $c$.

Whether objects can have relational properties of this sort is controversial. A property of this kind does not carry it on its sleeve that it is a property which can be had by an object like $c$, in contrast to, for example, the relational property of having $d$ as a proper part. Unlike the former property, the latter has, metaphorically speaking, a slot for objects like $c$. A related reason for suspicion regarding similar relational properties is that, given that $d$ exists, the property of being such that $d$ exists fails to genuinely contribute to characterizing the objects which have it, since it is trivially had by any object whatsoever which coexists with $d$.

In contrast, it is uncontroversial that propositions which do not involve certain objects can describe them. The relation between a proposition and the objects it describes is less intimate than the relation between a property and the objects which have it. The general point, put in slogan-form, is that by shifting the focus from essential properties to essentially true propositions, Fine detaches the object from its essence.

Fine’s shift of focus to essentially true propositions raises new questions about the relation between essence and ground and in particular about the grounds of the truth of essentially true propositions. Two such questions are first, whether there is a ground for the truth of each essential truth and, second, if so, what that ground is. The principle which I will motivate and defend in this section gives a positive answer to the first question and a partial answer to the second.

Before I introduce the principle, a few introductory remarks on the notion of ground are in order. It plays a central role in the Neo-Aristotelian approach towards a structured ontology. Examples of grounding-claims include ‘The
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6. See, e.g., Chisholm (1973) for a defence of a modal interpretation of this claim.
7. I use angular brackets ‘⟨⟩’ to form names for propositions throughout this paper.
9. Considerations of this sort are relevant in the context of the metaphysical discussion about the distinction between an abundant and sparse conception of properties. For discussions of the relevance of this distinction to the Esssentialist theory of modality, see Cowling (2013), Skiles (2015), Wildman (2013).
10. For overviews of the literature and introductions to ground, some opinionated, see Bliss and Trogdon (2016), Clark and Liggins (2012), Correia and Schnieder (2012a), Raven (2015), Trogdon (2013b). Articles introducing and defending the notion include Audi (2012b), Fine.
existence of the whole is grounded in the existence of its parts’ or ‘Mental facts are grounded in neuro-physiological facts.’

There are controversies about the grammar and the interpretation of the notion of ground or grounding. Following Rosen (2010), I will here assume that grounding claims involve a relational predicate and that grounding is a many-one-relation which holds between a fact or a plurality of facts, the ground or grounds, and another fact, the grounded fact. I will also follow Rosen and many others in assuming that grounding claims capture (parts of) metaphysical explanations. More could of course be said about essence and grounding, but these brief remarks and pointers should allow one to get enough of an idea about these notions to understand the principle which I am mainly interested in here:

**Linking Principle** For all pluralities of objects $xx$, if a proposition $p$ is true in virtue of the nature of $xx$, then there are some facts involving all of the $xx$ which together fully ground the fact that $p$ is true.$^{13}$

In other words, the principle says that if a proposition captures part of the essence of some objects, then its truth is grounded in some facts involving those objects.$^{14}$ To give an example, if Socrates is essentially human, the Linking Principle tells us that there exist some facts which fully ground the truth of $\langle$Socrates is human$\rangle$ and that at least one of these facts contains Socrates. Note that the principle places no restrictions on how the objects quantified over in its antecedent distribute over the facts quantified over in its consequent. They may, for example, be evenly distributed, so that each object is involved in its own fact, or they may all be involved in just one of the grounding fact, or in all of them, etc. 

$^{11}$ See Correia and Schnieder (2012a: 1) for further examples.

$^{12}$ See Correia and Schnieder (2012a: Section 3.1).

$^{13}$ For the sake of simplicity, I work with a simple property/relation-based view of facts throughout this paper. Concerning the individuation of facts, the conception more or less matches Audi’s worldly conception of facts (see Audi 2012b: 696–697) in that facts are individuated by their non-factual components, i.e., the properties, relations and objects they contain, and their arrangement and in that differences in how these components can be described do not matter for fact-individuation. Note that the view does not incorporate Audi’s controversial ‘thick’ conception of worldly facts, according to which there are, e.g., no existence or identity facts. (See Audi 2012b: 700 & 705, Footnote 34.)

$^{14}$ The following is a more formal re-statement of the principle: $\forall xx(\Box_{xx} p \rightarrow \exists ff \gg [Tp] \land \forall y(y \leq xx \rightarrow \exists f(f \subseteq ff \land yI_f)))$. $\Box_{xx} p$ stands for ‘$p$ is true in virtue of the nature of $xx$’, the statement involves singular and plural quantification over fact-variables $f, ff$, $\gg [Tp]$ stands for ‘ff fully ground the fact that $p$ is true’. Square brackets ‘[ ]’ are used to form names of particular facts, $y \leq xx$ stands for ‘object $y$ is among the objects $xx$’, $f \subseteq ff$ for ‘the fact $f$ is among the facts $ff$’, and $yI_f$ for ‘object $y$ is involved in fact $f$’.
The Linking Principle makes a generic claim about the truth-grounds of essentially true propositions, which means that different pluralities of facts may satisfy its consequent for each such proposition. Which facts these are may depend on the relevant claim about essence. To give an example, assume that \( \langle \text{Xanthippe is distinct from the Notre-Dame Cathedral} \rangle \) is true in virtue of the nature of Xanthippe and the cathedral taken together. If \( \langle \text{Xanthippe is distinct from the Notre-Dame Cathedral} \rangle \) is true] is grounded in \( \text{[Xanthippe is human] and [The Notre-Dame cathedral is not human]} \), then the Linking Principle is satisfied.\(^{15}\)

It is important to distinguish the principle from a distinct, but similar principle, which says that if a proposition captures part of the essence of some objects, then the fact described by the proposition is grounded in some facts involving these objects. Facts of the form \( \langle p \rangle \) are distinct from those of the form \( [p] \) and these two sorts of facts do in general not have the same exact grounds, since, for example, \( [p] \) grounds \( \langle p \rangle \), but not vice-versa.

There is also an important remark on the notion of ‘true in virtue of the nature of’ as used in the Linking Principle, which should be made. In Fine (1995c), Fine distinguishes the constitutive essence of objects, which is formed by those propositions which describe what is ‘directly definitive’ (1995c: 57) of them from their consequential essence, which contains propositions which logically follow from their constitutive essence. The constitutive notion is arguably the notion which is at work in Fine’s (1994) important objections to the modal definition of essentiality (see Michels in press). In the Linking Principle, ‘true in virtue of the nature of’ expresses constitutive essentiality.\(^{16}\) If it expressed an unrestricted notion of consequential essentiality instead, or in addition to constitutive essentiality, the principle would, for example, have the consequence that the truth of \( \langle \text{The Eiffel Tower is a building or not a building} \rangle \) is grounded in some facts about Socrates.
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15. Note that in general, a fact may have multiple, distinct full grounds. In this case \( \text{[Xanthippe is not a building] and [Notre-Dame is a building]} \) may together provide an alternative full ground.

16. I hence agree with Correia (in press) that it is admissible for Essentialists to work with the constitutive notion. Fine in contrast proposes ‘to work as far as possible with the consequentialist notion’ (1995c: 58) and, to avoid overgeneration-problems, restricts this notion. In Fine’s (1995c) important objections to the modal definition of essentiality (see Michels in press). In the Linking Principle, ‘true in virtue of the nature of’ expresses constitutive essentiality. If it expressed an unrestricted notion of consequential essentiality instead, or in addition to constitutive essentiality, the principle would, for example, have the consequence that the truth of \( \langle \text{The Eiffel Tower is a building or not a building} \rangle \) is grounded in some facts about Socrates,
thereby violating a commonly accepted relevance-requirement for grounds.\textsuperscript{17} This qualification should be kept in mind, since I will later use the principle to argue against the monotonicity of the constitutive notion of ‘true in virtue of the nature of’, a property which the consequential notion uncontroversially has.

Before I go on to discuss the motivation for the principle, it should furthermore be pointed out that if truthmakers are truth-grounds, the Linking Principle corresponds to a restricted version of Truthmaker Maximalism, the claim that every truth has a truthmaker.\textsuperscript{18} This raises the general question of whether we may be able to simply identify truthmaking and truth-grounding. This attractive idea is threatened by an argument presented in Tahko (2013), which suggests that truthmaking cannot be explicated in terms of truth-grounding. I will respond to Tahko’s argument in Section 4 not only to show that identifying the two notions is still an option, but also to address objections to the main argument of Section 3 and to the relevance of the Linking Principle to grounding which derive from Tahko’s argument. Before that, the relation between truthmaking and truth-grounding will already play an important role in the next subsection.

\subsection*{2.2. Motivating the Linking Principle}

\subsubsection*{2.2.1. The Essential Truthmaking-View}

In this subsection, I will present two motivating arguments for the Linking Principle. The first argument is based on the idea that ‘true in virtue of the nature of’ is a special case of truthmaking, namely essential truthmaking.\textsuperscript{19} This idea meshes well with the established view that truthmakers are ‘entities in virtue of which sentences and/or propositions are true’ (Mulligan, Simons, & Smith 1984: 287).\textsuperscript{20} Based on a realist reading of this quote, we can take truthmaking to be a relation which relates entities and propositions. Fine’s notion ‘true in virtue of the nature of’ can in a similar spirit be taken to stand for a relation which takes one or more objects and a proposition as its relata.

According to this realist view of the two relations, they are both cross-categorial, in the sense that they relate entities existing in the world, which may belong to any category, including that of propositions, to propositions. Since

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{17} This follows since, assuming a classical notion of logical consequence, the proposition \langle The Eiffel Tower is a building or not a building \rangle follows from any proposition and for that reason belongs to the unrestricted consequential essence of any objects whatsoever.}

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{18} See MacBride (2013: Section 2.1) and Rodriguez-Pereyra (2006b) for recent overviews of the discussion about Truthmaker Maximalism.}

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{19} The following presentation of this view owes a lot to comments of an anonymous referee for this journal, who in particular suggested that the view may be usefully spelled out in terms of determinables/determinates and the label ‘true in virtue of the existence of’ for non-essential truthmaking.}

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{20} See also Rodriguez-Pereyra (2002: 34) and Rodriguez-Pereyra (2006b: 187).}
we can assume that truthmakers can also be objects, instead of, for example, only facts (see Armstrong 2004: 6), it appears that we can claim that to be true in virtue of the nature of some objects is a special case of truthmaking. To be more specific, the claim is that the relation corresponding to Fine’s notion is a (strict) sub-relation of the truthmaking-relation, in the sense that any instance of the former is also an instance of the latter and that the converse does not hold. This is the sense in which the resulting view, which I will call the essential truthmaking view, treats ‘true in virtue of the nature of’ as a special case of truthmaking.

The essential truthmaking view is supposed to be conservative with respect to the Finean notion ‘true in virtue of the nature of’. Since this notion allows for essential truths about pluralities of objects, as pointed out in Section 2.1, the view has to make room for instances of essential truthmaking in which several objects contribute to making a proposition true. There are two way of doing this, one which is more conservative, the other more revisionary regarding the notion of truthmaking. The conservative way maintains that there is only a single truthmaker which involves all the relevant objects. Candidate entities for playing this role might, for example, be facts, or perhaps mereological sums of these objects. Whatever choice one makes, the truthmaking-relation will, again metaphorically speaking in terms of slots, remain singular in its truthmaker-slot. The revisionary way, in contrast, allows these objects together to plurally stand in the essential truthmaking relation to the relevant proposition, making the relation multigrade in its first argument-place. Since the essential truthmaking view takes the essential truthmaking-relation to be a (strict) subrelation of the general truthmaking relation, this entails that truthmaking in general has to be plural too.

The choice between the two options involves a trade-off between conservativeness regarding the notion of truthmaking (hold on to the standard view that truthmaking is singular) and the Finean notion ‘true in virtue of the nature of’ (hold on to the standard view that this notion is plural). In introducing the view, I have focused on the latter option, but the first also seems viable. I will not further discuss this issue here, since both options give us versions of the view which support the Linking Principle.

The central claim of the view is formulated in terms of (classes of) instances of the two relations, but one may of course ask what the view tells us about the relations themselves. For the purposes of this paper, I do not want to commit
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21. If one admits only facts as truthmakers, one would instead have to claim that the ‘true in virtue of the nature of’-relation takes a fact and a proposition as its relata. This alternative view is obviously more revisionary, regarding the treatment of Fine’s notion.

22. More precisely: If \( T \) is the class of all instances of the truthmaking-relation and \( E \) the class of all instances of the relation corresponding to ‘true in virtue of the nature of’, where the instances of these relations are ordered sets of the entities which stand in the respective relation, then \( E \subseteq T \), i.e., \( E \) is a proper subclass of \( T \).
myself to any particular metaphysical view, but I still want to mention one which appears plausible. According to it, truthmaking is a determinable and essential truthmaking one of its determinates.\textsuperscript{23} The more familiar relation which holds between objects and propositions irrespective of their essences is another determinate of truthmaking, for which one might introduce the notion ‘true in virtue of the existence of’. There is more to say about this proposal, but this brief remark should suffice to illustrate that the essential truthmaking-view can coherently be fleshed out in metaphysically more substantial terms.

It should also be mentioned that the purpose of the essential truthmaking view is not to offer a substantive analysis or a reductive definition of what it is to be an essential truth. In this respect, the view follows Fine’s suggestion to treat the notion of essence as primitive: What distinguishes instances of essential truthmaking from other instances of truthmaking is simply that the related entities stand in a special sort of truthmaking relation, a relation which only holds between an object (or several objects) and a proposition which captures part of the essence, or equivalently, of the real definition of this object (or these objects).

The essential truthmaking view entails that essentially true propositions trivially have a truthmaker involving all objects whose essence they describe.\textsuperscript{24} In order for this to motivate the Linking Principle, we still need to establish that for an essentially true proposition to have a truthmaker implies for it to also have a truth-ground, that is, a fact which grounds its truth. In most cases, such facts are easy to come by. Think, for example, of \langle Socrates is human \rangle and the corresponding fact [Socrates is human]. A problem might arise if there are propositions which are true in virtue of the nature of some objects, but fail to involve these objects. The example of \langle d exists \rangle’s being true in virtue of the nature of c which has d as a proper part from Section \textsuperscript{2.1} fits this mould. Like other purported essential truths of this sort, the example involves substantial metaphysical assumptions which one may reject. Be that as it may, the second motivating argument offers a way to close this potential gap in the first argument.

\subsection*{2.2.2. Facts About Essences as Truth-Grounds}

There is another, perhaps more general argument for the Linking Principle on which one might either rely on its own or in conjunction with the first argument.\textsuperscript{25} This second argument for the Linking Principle is based on the assumption that true claims about essences always correspond to facts about essences. Such facts must involve the objects in virtue of whose nature the relevant proposition is true,

\footnotesize
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{23} See Wilson (\textsuperscript{2017}) for an introduction to this distinction.
\item \textsuperscript{24} If the previous suggestion to treat essential and the more familiar existential truthmaking as two determinate of the determinable truthmaking is accepted, truthmaking has to be a determinable which allows for the co-instantiation of two of its determinates.
\item \textsuperscript{25} Thanks to Mike Raven for suggesting this argument.
\end{itemize}
even if these objects are not involved in the proposition. The assumption tells us that if it is, for example, true in virtue of the nature of Socrates that he is human, then there is a fact that the proposition saying this is true in virtue of the nature of Socrates. Only one further step is needed to complete the argument for the truth of the Linking Principle: It has to be established that this very fact fully grounds the truth of the proposition involved in it. To be sure, there is no doubt that it entails the latter fact, after all, a proposition cannot be essentially true and still fail to be true. But one might still doubt that this entailment indicates an instance of grounding.

Are there cases in which an entailment indicates an instance of grounding? I claim that there are, at least if the entailment is an entailment to the truth of a proposition. Not any such entailment will do however. First, the particular entailment must of course not conflict with the formal properties of grounding (see, e.g., Fine 2012a; 2012b). To give an example in which such a conflict occurs: \( \langle p \rangle \) is true trivally entails itself, but this fact cannot ground itself, since grounding is irreflexive.

A second condition is that the entailing facts have to explain the entailed fact. In the case under consideration, that is indeed the case: If I ask you to explain to me why it is true that Socrates is human and you respond that that is true because being human is one of Socrates’s essential properties, then you have given me a sensible explanation (see, e.g., Dasgupta 2016). Of course, it would have been just as reasonable to respond that this is true because being human is one of Socrates’s properties or just that Socrates is human, but this is not a problem. A fact may very well have several different, but equally admissible explanations.

The consideration of the previous paragraphs also illustrates why the second argument can be used to close the potential gap left by the first argument, if there indeed is such a gap. The gap concerns cases in which a proposition is true in virtue of the nature of objects other than those involved in it. The following example illustrates why the second argument supports the truth of the Linking Principle in such cases: If it is true in virtue of the nature of composite object \( c \) that its proper part \( d \) exists, then the fact that this proposition is true in virtue of the nature of \( c \) gives us a full ground for the truth of the proposition \( \langle d \text{ exists} \rangle \).

There is a sort of essential truth which, the second argument notwithstanding, still might pose a threat to the Linking Principle. It is sometimes claimed that a proposition can be true in virtue of the nature of no objects at all. In such a case, it seems that there simply are no objects which could be involved in the proposition’s truth-grounds. To complement the two arguments for the truth of the Linking Principle, I will defend the Linking Principle against this and two
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26. I here take the liberty of loosely talking of entailment between facts whenever there is an entailment among the corresponding propositions.
further objections in the following section.27

Before I do that, I will discuss an aspect of the Linking Principle which will be of great importance later on in the paper. The Linking Principle tells us that there are facts which together give us a full ground for the truth of any proposition which is true in virtue of the nature of some objects and that these facts involve all of these objects. One might argue that the two motivating arguments of this section equally well support a logically weaker version of the Linking Principle, according to which only some of these objects need to be involved in the grounding facts. This weaker version of the principle is satisfied in all cases in which the stronger version is satisfied, so one might argue that this, rather than the stronger version of the principle, should be accepted.

Why should one worry about these two different versions of the principle? One reason is that the choice makes a difference regarding the argument against the monotonicity of the Finean notion of ‘true in virtue of the nature of’ which will be presented in Section 3. This argument requires the stronger version of the Linking Principle. The weaker version does not suffice, so the argument could be resisted by arguing that the weaker, rather than the stronger principle should be adopted.28

My response to this objection is that Essentialists should adopt the stronger version because it is preferable to the weaker version for a metaphysical reason. The reason is that the weaker version is clearly at odds with the metaphysics of some situations in which the principles are satisfied. This can be illustrated in two ways, neither of which involves considerations about monotonicity which would beg the question against the objector.

First, recall that according to the second motivating argument, the Linking Principle is always satisfied, because the truth of the proposition stating an essential truth is always fully grounded in the fact that the proposition is true in virtue of the nature of the relevant objects. Each such grounding fact trivially involves all the objects whose essence is (partly) captured by the proposition, not only some of them. The weaker version however leaves it open whether all objects are present in the full truth-grounds, contrary to what the metaphysics tells us.

27. The literature on truthmaker maximalism suggests further objections to the Linking Principle, but responses are likewise readily available to defenders of the principle. E.g., one might argue that, assuming that necessary truths lack truthmakers (see, e.g., [Mellor 2003: 213; Cameron 2008] and [Contessa 2010] for recent discussions), essential truths do too, or that Milne’s (2005) self-referential truthmakerless sentence expresses an essential truth whose truth goes ungrounded, or that the same holds for true negative existential propositions which express essential truths about some objects (see, e.g., Mulligan et al. 1984: 313). To very briefly respond: Armstrong (2004: Chapters 5 & 6) offers a response to the third objection, Rodriguez-Pereyra (2006a), Barrio and Rodriguez-Pereyra (2015) to the second. The first objection will not phase Essentialists, since the Essentialist reduction of necessity to essence commits them to the existence of grounds for necessary truths (see, e.g., Fine 1994: Correia 2012).

28. I am grateful to an anonymous referee for raising this objection.
The second way in which the weaker version fails to match the metaphysics concerns cases in which a proposition (partially) captures the essence of a plurality of several objects, but not the essence of any of the single objects involved. A standard example of an irreducibly plural essential truth of this kind is the proposition \(<\text{Socrates is distinct from the Eiffel Tower}\>\). Since Socrates and the Eiffel Tower are not essentially connected to each other, the proposition can describe neither the individual essence of the one, nor that of the other of the two objects (see [Fine](1994) 5). This situation is mirrored by the truth-grounds of the proposition: Neither facts involving only Socrates, nor facts involving only the Eiffel Tower, can on their own fully ground the truth of the proposition which says that the two objects are distinct. The weaker version of the Linking Principle again misleadingly leaves open the possibility that a fact involving only one of the relevant objects may play the role of a truth-ground. It is again the stronger version of the principle which gets the metaphysics of these situations right. Since the Linking Principle is supposed to get the metaphysics right, friends of grounding and essence should accept the stronger, rather than the weaker version of the principle.

2.3. Objections to the Linking Principle

2.3.1. Vacuous Essential Truths

The logic of essence developed in [Fine](1995a) admits propositions which are true in virtue of the nature of no objects at all, or, as Fine puts it, which are true ‘regardless of the nature of any objects’ ([1995] 246). This feature of the logic suggests the following objection: Since in the vacuous case there are no objects in virtue of whose nature the relevant proposition is true, there are also no facts involving these objects which ground the truth of the essentially true proposition. Therefore, the Linking Principle does not hold.\(^{29}\)

There are at least two ways to respond to this objection. First, one may point out that the fact that the logic of essence allows for vacuous essential truths does not mean that they are also in the relevant range of applications of the Linking Principle. This is so because the notion ‘true in virtue of the nature of’ captured by Fine’s □F-operator of the logic of essence expresses a different notion of essence than the notion which occurs in the Linking Principle. The logical operator captures the notion of consequential essence which includes logical consequences of essential truths. However, as I have pointed out previously, the Essentialist notion involved in the Linking Principle has to be read as expressing constitutive

---

\(^{29}\) Note that this objection is more plausible with respect to a more formal statement of the Linking Principle if one follows [Fine](1995a) in using rigid predicates instead of plural variables in the index of his essentialist operator. Given this approach, vacuous essential truths can be taken to involve an empty rigid predicate.
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It might make sense to allow vacuous consequentially essential truths, but it hardly makes sense to allow them in case of the constitutive notion. The constitutive notion captures the intuitive notion of essence according to which an essentially true proposition always captures an aspect of the essence of the objects it expresses an essential truth about. In the vacuous case however, there simply are no such objects and therefore, there is also no essence which could be captured by the essentially true proposition. With a nod to Carnap’s (1932) famous warning against objectifying talk about nothing, the first response hence is that the idea of vacuous constitutively essential truth does not make sense.

The first response has my sympathies, but there is a second, more ecumenical response. One might argue that empty constitutive essential truths pose no problem for the Linking Principle, because for every proposition true in virtue of no objects at all, there are some objectually empty facts which ground its truth. This is consistent with the only available indication of how to understand the vacuous case, which is proposed (but not endorsed) in Fine (1995a: 250). According to this proposal, if one assumes that the domain of entities with essences only includes the objects, not the concepts, one can identify the objectually empty essential truths with the conceptual necessities. If one furthermore assumes that conceptual necessities have no objectual content (e.g., because all conceptual necessities have the form of universally quantified sentences involving no terms referring to individual objects) and in addition that they correspond to objectually empty facts, one has everything one needs to ascertain that the Linking Principle is satisfied in cases of vacuous essential truth. To illustrate this using an example: Assume that ⟨All bachelors are unmarried⟩ expresses a constitutively essential truth about no objects and therefore a conceptual truth. According to the second response, the truth of this proposition is fully grounded in the fact [All bachelors are unmarried], a fact which contains no objects.

2.3.2. Essential Truths as Autonomous

Dasgupta has recently argued that essential truths, or in his terms, essentialist truths, are autonomous, that is, ‘not apt for being grounded in the first place, in roughly the same way that arithmetic facts are not apt for causal explanation and that definitions are not apt for proof’ (2016: 386). One might perhaps think that his view undermines the Linking Principle, but a closer look at what Dasgupta means by ‘essentialist truth’ shows that this is not the case.

An essentialist truth, or rather an essentialist fact in Dasgupta’s sense (he seems to use the two terms interchangeably) is ‘not the fact that φ but rather the fact that it is essential to xx that φ’ (Dasgupta 2016: 387). This means that Dasgupta’s autonomy claim is a claim about the whole antecedent of instances of the Linking Principle (i.e., about ‘a proposition ⟨p⟩ is true in virtue of the nature of a plurality of objects xx’). The claim in the consequent is in contrast
only about the truth of the proposition involved in this claim. To illustrate this using one of Dasgupta’s examples, suppose that it were essential to knowledge for it to be justified, true belief. The corresponding fact, the fact that it is essential to knowledge that it is justified, true belief, would then not be apt for being grounded. But the corresponding instance of the Linking Principle would not require there to be a ground for this fact. Rather, it would only require there to be some facts which ground the truth of the proposition that knowledge is justified, true belief.

The general point is that the consequent of the Linking Principle is only concerned with the grounds for the truth of the proposition describing the ‘that $\phi$’-part of an essentialist fact in Dasgupta’s sense. The principle is perfectly compatible with the latter fact’s not being apt for being grounded. If one takes into account what Dasgupta means by essential truth or fact, it is plain to see that there is no direct conflict between the Linking Principle and his autonomy claim.

This still leaves room for a more subtle objection, according to which the principle and the autonomy claim still conflict if one admits iterated essentiality-claims, that is, claims which say that it is true in virtue of the nature of some objects that it is true in virtue of the nature of some objects that . . . . Given a true proposition expressing a claim of this sort, the Linking Principle implies that there is a full ground for the fact that the embedded essence claim is true. Now if we assume that a ground of a truth-fact is always also a ground of the fact corresponding to the proposition involved in the truth-fact, which in this case would be an essentialist fact in Dasgupta’s sense, autonomy would be violated.

To avoid this more subtle objection, a defender of the Linking Principle could either outright deny the sensibility of iterated constitutional essence-claims (see Dasgupta 2014b: Section xi, and Glazier 2016: Section 4 for arguments which point in this direction), or deny that the ground of a truth-fact is always also a ground of the fact corresponding to the true propositions involved in the truth-fact. If one opts for the latter response, one may for example argue that if a corresponding iterated essence claim is true, [(It is true in virtue of the nature of Socrates that he is human) is true] is grounded in [It is true in virtue of the nature of Socrates that he is human], but that the latter fact remains ungrounded. I take both to be viable responses, so the more subtle version of the conflict can also be avoided.30

2.3.3. Essential Explanation as Sui Generis

Glazier (2016: Section 3) argues against the claim that if it is a fact that it is essential to xx that $p$, then that fact about the essence of xx grounds the fact that $p$. Like Dasgupta, Glazier assumes that grounding is linked to metaphysical

---

30. Thanks to Fabrice Correia and Claudio Calosi for raising this version of the objection and for discussion.
explanation. His general idea however is that facts about essences explain other facts in a sui generis way, giving us a form of metaphysical explanation which is distinct from grounding.

Glazier relies on an example to support the negative part of this claim. Suppose that it is essential to a boolean variable in a computer program that it either has value 0 or value 1. This fact about the essence of the variable explains the disjunctive fact that the variable either has value 0 or value 1. Glazier argues that this explanation cannot be an explanation of the sort which indicates grounding, for the following reason. By a general principle about grounding, disjunctive facts must be (partially) grounded in obtaining facts corresponding to their true disjuncts. In this case however, the fact about the essence of the variable explains the disjunctive fact directly without taking a detour through the true-disjunct-facts.

If Glazier is right, then there seems to be a problem with the two motivating arguments for the Linking Principle: If facts about essences do not generally ground the corresponding ‘bare’ facts31 about the relevant objects, then it might be argued that they also do not generally ground the truth of the propositions which state those facts. So, the objection goes, one cannot claim, as I did in Section 2.2, that facts about essence ground the truth of the propositions which describe the relevant essences.

To avoid this problem, one can adopt the view that facts about essences directly, rather than indirectly ground the truth of the propositions they contain. The idea is, again, that if a proposition $\langle p \rangle$ is true in virtue of the nature of $xx$, then there exists a fact that $\langle p \rangle$ is true in virtue of the nature of $xx$ which directly grounds the fact that $\langle p \rangle$ is true. Applied to Glazier’s example, the idea is that the fact [It is essential to variable $v$ that $v$ has either value 0 or 1] directly grounds the (non-disjunctive!) fact [$\langle v \rangle$ has either value 0 or 1] is true]. The disjunctive fact that the variable has either value 0 or 1 is in this case not needed as an intermediate step to (by transitivity) ground the truth of $\langle v \rangle$ has either value 0 or 1).

### 3. An Application of the Linking Principle

#### 3.1. Monotonicity of Essence

In this section, I will argue that the Linking Principle together with two standard assumptions about grounding, namely that grounding is non-monotonic and that only facts which are relevant to a fact can be among its partial grounds, conflicts with the assumption that the constitutive Essentialist notion of ‘true in virtue of the nature of’ is monotonic. The argument for this claim itself turns out to be

---

31. In this context, ‘bare fact’ just means the following: If it is true in virtue of the nature of the $xx$ that $p$, then the bare fact corresponding to the fact about essence [$\langle p \rangle$ is true in virtue of the nature of $xx$] is $[p]$.
rather straight-forward, but as is often the case with philosophical arguments, the same cannot be said about the justification of its premises. Having already motivated and defended the Linking Principle against objections in the previous sections, my focus here will be on the monotonicity-assumption about ‘true in virtue of the nature of’:

**Monotonicity of Essence** For all objects \( xx \), if \( \langle p \rangle \) is true in virtue of the nature of \( xx \), then for any objects \( yy \), if all the \( xx \) are among the \( yy \), then \( \langle p \rangle \) is true in virtue of the nature of \( yy \).  

The importance of this principles lies in the fact that it provides an answer to an important general question about plural essentiality, namely the question of whether the essences of single objects or of pluralities of objects are inherited by pluralities which contain them. Monotonicity of Essence gives a positive answer to this question. To illustrate this, let us assume that it is true in virtue of the nature of Socrates that he is human. If Monotonicity of Essence holds, then the same proposition is also true in virtue of the nature of any plurality of objects involving Socrates, such as that of him and Xanthippe.

What is the status of this principle? As a principle about consequential essence, it is uncontroversial. This is evident in Fine’s logic of essence, the logic of the operator \( \square xx \), which is the formal counterpart of the consequential reading of ‘true in virtue of the nature of’. Axiom II.v of the logical system developed in Fine (1995a) says that this operator is monotonic, that is, that if we have a plurality of objects \( xx \) and another plurality of objects \( yy \) which wholly contains the first, plus perhaps other objects, then if \( \square xx A \), then \( \square yy A \). This however does not settle our question, since, recall, the notion of essence involved in the Linking Principle and therefore the notion of essence with which we are concerned here is constitutive rather than consequential. These two notions are markedly different and one cannot in general infer the monotonicity of the one from the other. With this clarification made, I will from now on focus on the constitutive notion of Monotonicity of Essence.

There is no standard view regarding whether the principle holds for constitutive essence. Since my aim in this section is to argue against it, I will for the

---

32. More formally stated using \( xx \subseteq yy \) for ‘all the \( xx \) are among the \( yy \)’: \( \forall xx(\square xx p \rightarrow \forall yy(xx \subseteq yy \rightarrow \square yy p)) \).

33. See Fine (1995a: 247); note that Fine works with rigid predicates instead of pluralities, but this difference does not matter in the current context.

34. Note that Fine’s original suggestion for an Essentialist definition of metaphysical necessity, which says that ‘[t]he metaphysically necessary truths can . . . be identified with the propositions which are true in virtue of the nature of all objects whatever’ (1994: 9) arguably requires Monotonicity of Essence. See Correia (2012: 640) and Michels (in press: Section 4). Fine works with a restricted consequential, rather than a constitutive notion of essence (see Fine 1995c: Section 3).
Are there philosophers who explicitly accept the principle? It might seem that Correia does, for the Essentialist theory of modality developed in [Correia (2012)] entails that the notion ‘true in virtue of the nature of’ is monotonic. The theory defines necessity in terms of an Essentialist notion which differs from ‘true in virtue of the nature of’, that of ‘basic nature’.[36] This notion is characterized in the following way: ‘the basic nature of $xx$ [is] the plurality of propositions $\alpha$ such that for some $yy$ which is part of $xx$, $\alpha$ is basically essential to $yy$’ ([Correia 2012: 644, notation adjusted]). This characterization directly entails the monotonicity of this notion, or more precisely, of the notion of ‘being part of the basic nature of’. Correia uses this notion together with a relativized notion of logical consequence to define Fine’s notion ‘true in virtue of the nature of’. Since both of these notions are monotonic, the defined version of Fine’s notion also has this property. (See [Correia 2012: 648].)

Does this mean that Correia accepts Monotonicity of Essence? Not quite, since neither the monotonic notion of basic nature, nor the defined monotonic version of ‘true in virtue of the nature of’, play the same role in Correia’s version of the Essentialist theory of modality as ‘true in virtue of the nature of’ does in Fine’s version. The closest analogue to the latter is Correia’s primitive Essentialist notion ‘is basically essential to’, so it would only be fair to call Correia a supporter of Monotonicity of Essence if that notion were monotonic. However, [Correia 2012] remains silent about whether this notion has that property.

We should reflect on whether there is a general reason for Essentialists to accept this principle. Let me begin by considering the main intuitive reason for rejecting the principle: If it is true, there are lots of propositions which are true in virtue of the nature of a plurality of objects even though they only describe the essence of, for example, merely one of the objects involved, but not that of the whole plurality. An example would be ⟨Socrates is human⟩’s being true in virtue of the nature of Socrates and the Eiffel Tower taken together, a proposition which partially captures Socrates’s constitutive essence, but not that of the plurality of him and the Eiffel tower taken together. So, the thought goes, these propositions should not be part of this plural essence, since they fail to describe the essence of the whole plurality.

There is a prima facie plausible view of the essences of pluralities of objects which undermines this way of thinking. It is based on two ideas. The first is

---

35. When preparing the final version of this paper, I became aware of [Zylstra [in press]], which provides two arguments for Monotonicity of Essence. I will unfortunately not be able to discuss them here.

36. In [Correia [in press]], Correia instead uses the term ‘constitutive essence’ for the same primitive notion.
that it is constitutively essential to pluralities of objects that those objects are among them which are actually among them. Accordingly, it is, for example, essential to Socrates and the Eiffel Tower together that Socrates and the Eiffel Tower are among them. The second idea is that it is furthermore part of the constitutive essence of a plurality of objects that these objects are the objects they are. According to this idea, the constitutively essential truths about the individual objects which are among a plurality also partly describe the constitutive essence of the whole plurality. On the resulting view, pluralities and the objects among them are essentially connected in an intimate way: The constitutive essential truths about the singular objects are a subset of the constitutive essential truths about the plurality or, to put it differently, the plurality inherits the constitutive essences of the objects among it. This view directly supports Monotonicity of Essence.37

3.2. An Argument Against Monotonicity of Essence

Essentialists who accept the view just described appear to have a good reason to accept Monotonicity of Essence. I will now argue that any Essentialist who accepts the Linking Principle should nonetheless reject this principle, since first, it conflicts with the assumption that a fact can only be grounded in facts which are relevant to it and second, it thereby undermines the main motivation for the standard assumption that grounding is non-monotonic. As a corollary, it also conflicts with the logically stronger assumption that grounding is minimal, which is endorsed by Audi. Here are these three further assumptions about grounding, spelled out more explicitly:

**Relevance of Grounds** For any plurality of facts \( ff \) and all facts \( g \), if \( ff \) fully ground \( g \), then for all facts \( h \) which are among the \( ff \), \( h \) is relevant to \( g \).38

**Non-Monotonicity of Grounding** For some plurality of facts \( ff \) and some fact \( g \), \( ff \) fully ground \( g \) and there is some plurality of facts \( hh \), such that all of the \( ff \) are among the \( hh \), but \( hh \) do not ground \( g \).39

37. Note that there is an alternative version of this view which does not directly support Monotonicity of Essence for constitutive essence. According to that view, even if it is constitutively essential to pluralities that the objects among them are among them and pluralities inherit the constitutive essences of these objects, the propositions which describe the constitutive essences of the singular objects are only consequentially, but not constitutively essential to the plurality comprising them. This version appears to be coherent and just as plausible as the version mentioned in the text. If one is drawn to a sparser view of plural constitutive essence, one may very well prefer it to the view which supports monotonicity. Thanks to Alexander Skiles and Tuomas Tahko for suggesting this view.

38. More formally: \( \forall ff \forall g (ff \triangleright g \rightarrow \forall h (h \subseteq ff \rightarrow hRg)) \)

39. More formally: \( \exists ff \exists g (ff \triangleright g \land \exists hh (ff \subseteq hh \land \neg(hh \triangleright g))) \).
Minimality of Grounding For all pluralities of facts \( ff \) and all facts \( g \), if \( ff \) fully ground \( g \), then for any distinct plurality of facts \( hh \) including \( ff \), \( hh \) do not ground \( g \).\(^{40}\)

Relevance of Grounds captures the idea that any fact which contributes to (fully) grounding another fact has to contribute in some way to making it the case that the latter fact obtains. If one understands grounding to be a form of metaphysical explanation, then this requirement directly flows from a general requirement of explanatory relevance, which says that any element of the explanans of an explanation has to contribute in some way to explaining its explanandum (cf. [Dasgupta 2014a] 4). Relevance of Grounds serves as the main motivation for Non-Monotonicity of Grounding, which, unlike Monotonicity of Essence, is part of the orthodoxy in the literature.\(^{41}\) As Rosen puts it,

Intuitively, if \([p]\) is grounded in \( \Gamma \), then every fact in \( \Gamma \) plays some role in making it the case that \( p \). Holding this fixed, monotonicity would entail that each fact plays a role in grounding every fact. And that is just not so.  \(^{42}\)

Fine even more explicitly appeals to the principle as a motivation for Non-Monotonicity of Grounding when he states that ‘the relationship of ground may not be preserved under the addition of grounds, since the new grounds may not be relevant to the truth of what is grounded’ (2012b: 2).\(^{43}\) In other words, there is an intuitive reason to deny that grounding is monotonic, namely that the grounds have to be relevant to the grounded. This is exactly the idea captured by Relevance of Grounds.

Audi also appears to rely on Relevance of Grounds to motivate the stronger and more controversial principle Minimality of Grounding.\(^{44}\) According to Audi,

the fact that the shirt is both maroon and cotton does not ground the fact that it is red; the fact that it is cotton does no work with respect to making it red. So it appears that a ground of some fact must be minimal in the sense of containing only elements that jointly suffice to bring it about that the fact in question obtains.  \(^{2012b} 699\)

If we understand ‘does no work with respect to making it’ in the manner suggested by Dasgupta and Rosen, Audi’s motivating argument for Minimality of

\(^{40}\) More formally: \( \forall ff \forall g( ff \rhd g \rightarrow \forall hh ( ff \subseteq hh \rightarrow \neg ( hh \rhd g ) )) \). (See [Audi 2012b] 699.)

\(^{41}\) See however [Raven 2013] 198–199 for a critical discussion.

\(^{42}\) See also [Fine 2012a] 56.

\(^{43}\) Note that despite the formulation, Fine is not referring to truth-grounds in the last part of the quoted passage, but simply to grounds for the relevant fact.

\(^{44}\) [Dixon 2015] Section 5 and [Fine 2012a] 57 argue against Minimality of Grounding.
Grounding is another application of Relevance of Grounds. This is noteworthy, since Minimality is a logically stronger principle than Non-Monotonicity of Grounding, in the sense that it implies, but is not implied by the latter. To further bring out the contrast between the two principles, if we presuppose Relevance of Grounds, the difference between accepting the former and accepting the latter is that of allowing instances of grounding which are preserved under the addition of relevant grounds versus denying that there are such instances, because nothing short of the maximal plurality of relevant grounds is good enough to give us an instance of grounding in the first place.

Now on to the main argument of this section. It proceeds in two steps, one of which takes the form of a reductio argument. The reductio assumes the Linking Principle and Monotonicity of Essence and derives a counterexample to Relevance of Grounds, thereby undermining the motivation for Non-Monotonicity and Minimality of Grounding: Suppose that it is true in virtue of the nature of the number two that it is even. By Monotonicity of Essence, that the number two is even is also true in virtue of the nature of the number two and the Tower Bridge taken together. By the Linking Principle, there are facts involving the number two and the Tower Bridge which together ground the truth of \langle The number two is even \rangle. By Relevance of Grounds, both of these facts are relevant to the latter fact. However, no fact about the Tower Bridge is relevant to or, to put it differently, plays a role in making it the case that \langle The number two is even \rangle is true. Contradiction.

This reductio-argument shows that the Linking Principle and Monotonicity of Essence together conflict with Relevance of Grounds and thereby with the main (and seemingly only) motivation for both Non-Monotonicity and Minimality of Grounding. Based on the arguments in favour of and responses to objections to the Linking Principle presented in the previous sections, I will here assume, and this is the second step of my argument, that it is in better standing than Monotonicity of Essence. Since Relevance of Grounds, as well as Non-Monotonicity and, to a lesser degree, since only Audi explicitly accepts it, Minimality of Ground, are well-established assumptions about grounding, the final conclusion which I want to draw from the reductio-argument is that Monotonicity of Essence has to be rejected.

---

45. Thanks to Benjamin Schnieder for suggesting an argument along the following lines.
46. One might wonder whether a parallel argument against the monotonicity of ‘true in virtue of the nature of’ could be run based on a relevance principle which directly applies to this notion. The problem with this idea is that the sort of relevance-principle which we could formulate based on the standard views about what is essential to what (derived from Fine’s 1994 ideas about essential connections between objects and Fine’s 1995b view of the relation between ontological dependence and essence) does not settle whether the notion is monotonic. See also the introductory paragraphs of Zylstra (in press).
4. Truth-Grounding, Grounding, and Truthmaking

There is a way to resist my reading of the reductio-argument, namely by denying the idea that truth-grounding is grounding, or, for short, \textit{truth-grounding as grounding}. The main argument against truth-grounding as grounding is a conditional argument due to Tahko (2013).

Tahko argues that if grounding is univocal, that is, if there is only one variety of grounding, then one has to deny that truth-grounding is grounding or that grounding is transitive, or both. The disjunctive consequent of this conditional is supported by an argument against the transitivity of truth-grounding. This argument is based on the assumption that truth-grounding can be used to explicate truthmaking, which Tahko accepts for the sake of his argument.

The argument runs as follows: Consider the proposition \langle b \text{ exists} \rangle, where \textit{b} names a bottle of beer. We may assume that the fact that this proposition is true is grounded in \([b \text{ exists}]\). This fact in turn is partially grounded in the fact that \textit{b} has a stable macrophysical structure. The latter fact is furthermore partially grounded in the fact that the Pauli Exclusion Principle (an important physical principle regarding the stability of matter) holds. By the transitivity of grounding, the fact that the Pauli Exclusion Principle holds (partially) grounds \([b \text{ exists}]\) is true. Tahko then argues that this cannot be the case, since this grounding claim does not satisfy a strict relevance requirement for truth-grounding which says that if \([q]\) is not strictly relevant to the truth of \langle p \rangle, then it is not the case that \([q]\) helps ground \langle p \rangle is true.

To understand the last move in the argument, we have to keep in mind that it is premised on the idea that truth-grounding explicates truth-making. The strict relevance requirement ensures that the truth-grounding-based explication accounts for a task which truth-making is supposed to fulfil: ‘A central task of truthmaking theory is to provide an explanation as to what makes one rather than another proposition true, call it the discernment task of truthmaking theory’ (Tahko 2013: 337). Given this requirement, the fact that the Pauli Exclusion Principle holds cannot be a truth-ground for \langle b \text{ exists} \rangle, since it does not discern between the truth of \langle b \text{ exists} \rangle and a proposition about a distinct bottle of beer \textit{c}, \langle c \text{ exists} \rangle. This, argues Tahko, leaves us two options: We can prioritize staying in line with standard truthmaker theory regarding the discernment task and reject the transitivity of grounding, or we can stay in line with standard grounding-theory which endorses transitivity and reject truth-grounding as grounding.

The objection to my argument is based on the second option. If truth-grounding is not grounding, the counterexample to Relevance of Grounds can be rejected for the simple reason that it does not involve grounding. A further and even more worrying implication of the objection is that it questions the general relevance of the Linking Principle to grounding.
Fortunately, there is a way around the dilemma posed by Tahko’s argument. The grounding-chain on which Tahko’s example is based involves an instance of partial grounding between the fact that the Pauli Exclusion Principle holds and \([b \text{ exists}]\) and an instance of full grounding between \([b \text{ exists}]\) and \([\langle b \text{ exists} \rangle \text{ is true}]\). The instance of truth-grounding Tahko relies on to support his conclusion is derived from this chain by transitivity. This derived instance is an instance of partial grounding. Extrapolating from Tahko’s principle (TG), which says that if \([a \text{ exists}]\) partially grounds \(\langle p \rangle \text{ is true}\), then \([a \text{ exists}]\) is a (partial) truth-ground for \(\langle p \rangle\) (see Tahko 2013: 333, notation adjusted), we can infer that the fact that the Pauli Exclusion Principle holds is a partial truth-ground for \(\langle b \text{ exists} \rangle\), that is, that it helps to make the proposition true. Helping to make true is of course not the same as making true. That the fact does not qualify as a truthmaker for the proposition (i.e., as a full truth-ground for it) on its own is clear, since the Pauli Exclusion Principle alone does not tell us anything about whether it is true that a particular macroscopic object exists. This means that one can resist Tahko’s argument by insisting that the strict relevance requirement, that is, the requirement to fulfil the discernment task, applies only to full truth-grounds, but not to partial truth-grounds.

The resulting weaker version of the strict relevance requirement is independently plausible, as examples such as the following illustrate: For any composite object, we may assume that each fact about the exact location of one of its proper parts serves as a partial truth-ground for a proposition stating the exact location of the composite object. Only all such facts taken together can serve as the proposition’s ‘full’ truth-ground and thereby provide one of its truthmakers. None of the particular facts alone will fulfil the discernment task, since it might as well serve as a partial truth-ground for a proposition which states the exact location of a distinct composite object which has the relevant object as a part. The same

47. I owe the following response to an anonymous referee. Before adopting this response, I argued instead that one can avoid Tahko’s argument by denying that truth-grounding explicates truthmaking. I take the following to be a better response to Tahko, since it allows one to remain neutral regarding this explication-claim. In this context it should be noted that there are arguments against the similar idea that truthmaking can be defined in terms of grounding. Audi (2012 113) for example argues that instances of truthmaking involve a definitional connection between an entity and a truth and not the sort of explanatory connection which he assumes to be characteristic of instances of grounding. Griffith (2014: Section II) critically discusses a range of different grounding-based definitions of truthmaking and in particular raises three objections to a definition which is based on the view that grounding is a relation between facts, i.e., the view which I have been working with in this paper. I will not engage with these arguments here.

48. This follows from a general principle about grounding which, e.g., holds in Fine’s pure logic of ground. (See, e.g., Fine 2012: Section 1.6.) To see why we generally do not get an instance of full grounding from an instance of partial grounding plus an instance of full grounding by transitivity, consider the following counterexample: \([p]\) partially grounds \([p \land q]\), which fully grounds \([\langle p \land q \rangle \lor r]\), but \([p]\) only partially, but not fully grounds \([\langle p \land q \rangle \lor r]\).
point can be made in a more general fashion: It is plausible to assume that in cases in which the discernment task is fulfilled, the truth has to be necessitated by its truthmaker,\textsuperscript{49} but such a necessary connection need not obtain if a fact merely helps ground or make a proposition true, but does not do so on its own. The threat to the argument of the previous section and more generally to the Linking Principle posed by Tahko’s argument can hence be defused without giving up on the idea that truthmakers have to be able to fulfil the discernment task.

5. Conclusion

The Linking Principle tells us that the truth of any proposition which expresses an essential truth about some objects is fully grounded in some facts involving these objects. In this paper, I have first motivated and then defended the Linking Principle against objections. Relying on the standard assumption that grounds have to be relevant to what they ground, I have then used the principle to argue that the Essentialist notion ‘true in virtue of the nature of’ is non-monotonic. Finally, I have argued that the principle is not threatened by Tahko’s (2013) conditional argument against the idea that truth-grounding is grounding. This all suggests that the Linking Principle captures an important connection between essence, truth, and grounding which has substantial implications for all three notions.
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\textsuperscript{49} In the sense that necessarily, if the truthmaker exists, the relevant proposition is true.
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